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form of regimentation. It should rather suggest and make
provision for interesting possibilities which a good leader
could invest with dignity. He would make certain thai par-
ticipation in them brought satisfaction to the child.
Children's Collections. — Interest in collecting tends to be
prevalent at about ten years of age for boys and eleven
years of age for girls. Charles Darwin had already become
a passionate collector of shells, seals, coins, and minerals in
his early school years. The two main reasons why children
make collections are to keep articles for future need and
because of an interest inherent in the collection itself. Even
the remembering of facts is a kind of collecting.
Probably more than half of the children between nine and
fourteen have collections. The kind of things collected de-
pends upon the environment and the age of the children,
and is determined more or less accidentally. Children can
be taught to collect important and interesting things, if they
are educated with regard to their meaning and value. One
fifth grade became intensely interested in making geography
scrap books. The children's collections were not only large
but also well selected and organized. Undirected children
will often collect worthless things of slight educational value,
which they jumble together. With some guidance they will
collect material that vivifies facts and gives experience in
organization and classification. Boys and girls collect many
of the same kinds of things, although collections of marbles,
stamps, guns, and flashlights are more characteristic of boys
and paper dolls, school work, pictures of movie stars, letters,
photos, and four-leaf clovers are more likely to be found
in the collections of girls. Stamp collections hate potential
educational value and may become a financially profitable
hobby. Even though the objects collected may not be im-
portant, th,e process of collecting serves a need of the child.
Collecting is a short cut to all kinds of knowledge and learning; to
systematic habits of the mind and discriminating habits of the senses.
It trains the eye, practices taste and judgment and is a godsend in an
untidy world.11
n Walter de la Mare, op. cit., p. 226.

